
Cut �e CC �� CC �� NC

E�ciency E�ciency E�ciency

Qt � ��� GeV ���� ��	
 ����

pt � 	�� GeV ��� ��� ��
	

�z � �� cm �	� ��� �
�


Q� � 	 GeV� �
�� �
�
 ����

W � � � GeV� ��� ��	 �
	


Muon in event �� ���� ��	

Lead Particle electron ID �� ���� ���


Total ��
	 ������ ������

Table ���� MC Event Selection Cuts and E�ciencies on MC Samples�

of �� in the MC sample was normalized to match the level in the data sample�

In Table ��� the �nal number of selected events and the number expected from

Monte Carlo for both �e and �� are given�

In the end� �	� �e events and �	�
 �� events were observed� The shape of

the �e spectrum is shown in Figure ��		� A break down of the event population

can be found in Table ���� The Monte Carlo prediction of �		�� events for the

number of �e compares well with the number found in the data� There was a

���� background �see Figure ��	�� in the �e�s and negligible background in the

���s� Note the low statistics in the �e background� it was small but not negligible�

�



Figure ��	�� Selection E�ciencies for �� and �e versus Energy�

�



Cut �� CC �e CC �� NC

E�ciency E�ciency E�ciency

Qt � ��� GeV ��	
 ���� ����

pt � 	�� GeV ��� ��� ��
�

�z � �� cm ��� �	� �
�


Q� � 	 GeV� �
�� �
�
 ����

W � � � GeV� ��� ��	 �
	


Lead Particle muon ID �
 ���� ��	�

Total ��� ����� ����	�

Table ���� MC Event Selection Cuts and E�ciencies on MC Samples�

	



Selected �e Selected ��

�e CC Monte Carlo ���� ���

�� CC Monte Carlo �
�� �	�
�

�� NC Monte Carlo �	�
 ���

Total MC �		�� �	�
��

� DC Module Data ����� ������


 DC Module Data 	���� �
�
���

�� DC Module Data ����� 	���	��

Total Data �	��� �	�
��

Table ���� Final �e and �� Events Selected and Predictions from Monte Carlo�

�



Energy Bin Selected �e Selected ��

	��� ���� GeV ���� � ��� ����� � 
���

����� 		�� GeV �
�� � ��� �	���� � �
�

		��� 	��� GeV �	�� � ��	 ��	�� � ����

	���� �	�� GeV ���� � ��� ���
�� � ���

�	��� ���� GeV ���� � �� 	����� � ����

����� ���� GeV 	
�� � ��	 �
�	�� � ����

����� �	�� GeV ���� � 
�� �	��� � ����

�	��� ���� GeV ���� � ��� 	����� � ����

����� �	�� GeV ���� � ��� 		���� � ���	

�	��� ���� GeV ���� � ��� ����� � ����

����� �	�� GeV ���� � ��
 ������ � ����

�	��� ���� GeV ���� � ��� ���	�� � �
�	

����� ���� GeV �
�� � �� 	����� � ���	

����� 
��� GeV 	��� � �� ��
��� � ����


���� ��� GeV ���� � ��� 	�	��� � ����

��������� GeV ���� � ��� ������ � ���

�������	��� GeV 	�� � ��� 	����� � ����

�	����	���� GeV �	�� � ��� 	��� � �	��

Table ���� Final �e and �� Events Selected with Errors in Each Energy Bin�

�



��� ����e Spectrum Ratio

An oscillation signal would evince itself in the form of an enhancement in the

low energy part of the spectrum �for low �m�� or over the entire spectrum �for

large �m��� Looking directly at the �e spectrum is problematic because this

makes the measurement extremely sensitive to �uctuations in the predicted �ux

and simulation� Looking at the ratio �e��� helps to cancel out some of this

dependence but does not completely resolve the problem as �e�s and ���s have

di�erent sources� The ratio approach also cancels out other common e�ects such

as hadronic energy resolution and event selection biases� This analysis� therefore�

looks at the ratio of the two spectra�

A non�uniform binning was used for the energy spectrum� This was done in

order to maintain a su�cient level of statistical signi�cance in each channel� The

energy bins were chosen so that each channel has no fewer than than �� �e events

�see Table �����

As can be seen from a cursory scan of Figure ��	�� the agreement between the

selected sample and the prediction was quite good� Over the eighteen bins there

were �� bins with an excess of the data over the Monte Carlo and 
 bins with a

de�cit� The �� ���� used for this data sample is

�� �
X

i

�	 logP �nij�i� � 	 logP �nijni� �����

where

P �nj�� � ��� b�n
exp���b

n�
�����

�



Figure ��		� �e CC Selected Spectrum� The Monte Carlo is the solid line and the

data are the dots�

�



Figure ��	�� Background Shapes from �� NC and CCs� The top graph is from

NC and the bottom from CC�

�



Here � is the number of signal events expected� b is the number of background

events and n is the number of events observed�

These were summed for all energy bins and found to be 	�� for �
 degrees

of freedom� Locally� there were no regions of signi�cant excess� It was therefore

assumed that there was no excess of �e events over the Monte Carlo and therefore

no evidence for neutrino oscillations�

The rest of the discussion will now concentrate on extracting a limit on the

oscillation probability�

��� Setting a ��� Con�dence Limit

The standard way of presenting neutrino oscillation limits is by giving a region

in the plane of �m� vs sin� 	� for which oscillations have been ruled out at a

�� con�dence level� In order to de�ne this region� several values for �m� were

taken and the corresponding Monte Carlo prediction for the ratio spectrum was

calculated for the sin� 	� which minimizes the ��� Then the values of sin� 	� for

which the �� is 	��� over the minimum were found� For each �m� there is now

a value of sin� 	� and these points de�ne the �� con�dence level boundary�

����� �e Oscillation Contribution

The oscillation probability is a function of the energy of the incoming neutrino

as well as the distance it has travelled� In order to calculate the probability






Figure ��	�� The ratio of �e and �� CC Spectra� The solid line is Monte Carlo

and the dots are the data�





p��� � �e� that a given neutrino will oscillate� the following equation was used�

p��� � �e� � sin�	� sin�
��	��m�L

E
� �����

where E is the energy of the incoming neutrino in GeV� and L is the path length

travelled in kilometers� The neutrino source is not a point source� it is in fact a

��� meter long tunnel� The oscillation probability was calculated at 	�� points

along the length of the tunnel and averaged� The distribution of decays along the

tunnel was assumed to be �at� The di�erence this length e�ect has on the �nal

oscillation contribution can be seen by comparing the distributions in Figure ��	�

and Figure ��	�� It can be seen that absence of corrections due to the length of

the tunnel induces spikes to the spectrum which are smoothed out due to the

di�erent points of origins of neutrinos along the tunnel�

Once the oscillation probability was calculated it can be applied to the ��

spectrum to determine the shape of the oscillation contribution to the �e spec�

trum� This distribution is shown for four di�erent values of �m� in Figure ��	��

Then from the previous Monte Carlo study the selection e�ciency and correc�

tions from the reconstruction can be factored in to give the spectrum as it would

be observed in the data� The e�ect is shown for four di�erent values of �m� in

Figure ��	�� Finally� the oscillation contribution was added to the background �e

spectrum from standard �e sources� Looking at Figure ��	
 where a contribution

with a sin�	� of ���� has been added to the �e spectrum� the di�erent e�ects from

di�erent �m� can be seen� For low �m� the excess will be seen mostly in the

���



Figure ��	�� The �e Oscillation Contribution for �m� of �� eV��c�� �� eV��c��

��� eV��c�� 	�� eV��c� without the length of the tunnel taken into account�

���



Figure ��	�� The �e Oscillation Contribution for �m� of �� eV��c�� �� eV��c��

��� eV��c�� 	�� eV��c��

��	



Figure ��	�� The �e Oscillation Contribution for �m� of �� eV��c�� �� eV��c��

��� eV��c�� 	�� eV��c� corrected for �e e�ciency�

���



low energy region whereas� for higher �m� the excess is noticeable on the whole

spectrum�

����� Minimization of the �
�

With the form of the signal available for a set of �m�s� it is possible to calculate

the value of sin�	� that minimizes �� for each value of �m�� For gaussian errors

the standard form that �� takes is�

�� �
X

i

�
NE�e

i
�MC��NE�e

i
�Osc�

NE
��

i
�MC�

� NE�e

i
�Data�

NE
��

i
�Data�

��

	�i
�����

where 	�i is just taken from the
p
ni where ni is the number entries in the ith bin�

This form unfortunately has the problem that for bins where the data is less than

predicted the error is too small and bins where there is more data than predicted

the error is too big� An alternate form for the �� based on the likelihood function

was used�

�� � 	
X

i

NE�e

i �Predicted��NE�e

i �Data� �NE�e

i �Data� log
NE�e

i �Data�

NE�e

i �Predicted�

�����

where

NE�e

i �Predicted� � NE��

i �Data�
NE�e

i �MC�

NE��

i �MC�
�NE�e

i �Osc� ���
�

This is derived from equations ��� and ����

In order to �nd ��min the Newton�Raphson method for �nding roots was used�

This method uses the the derivative of a function to extrapolate to zero and then

���



Figure ��	
� The �e Oscillation Contribution for �m� of �� eV��c�� �� eV��c�� ���

eV��c�� 	�� eV��c� with sin� 	� � ���� corrected for e�ciency and added to the

�e spectrum� The dotted line is the �e spectrum with no oscillation contribution�

���



using that point as the next guess� The functional form the NE�e

i �Predicted� can

be rewritten in terms of sin�	��

NE�e

i �Predicted� � NE��

i �Data�
NE�e

i �MC�

NE��

i �MC�
� sin�	�NE�e

i �Osc� ����

where NE�e

i �Osc� is now the oscillation contribution for a sin�	� value of ��

Then� taking the derivative of this function with respect to sin�	� is trivial�

Minimum values of �� were then sought between values of ���� and ��� Once a

value for the minimum of �� was found� then the Newton�Raphson method was

used once more to �nd the value of sin�	� for which �� is the minimum �� �

	��� which gives us the two�sided �� con�dence limit for a �� distribution with

one degree of freedom� This was done for for values of �m� from ��� eV��c� up

to 	�� eV��c�� For each of these values of �m�� a value of sin�	� was found�

These points de�ne the boundary of a �� con�dence level area of exclusion of

neutrino oscillation in the �m��sin�	� plane� It is displayed in Figure ��	� The

limit� at 	�� eV��c�� is 	�� � ����� Notice also the ripple in the curve with a

frequency of about 	� eV��c�� This is the e�ect of the sin�����	m
�L

E
� term in the

oscillation probability� With an average energy of �� GeV and the propagation

distance about � km� a frequency of order 	� eV��c� is expected�

����� Alternative Methods

While this method is valid given that it is assumed that there was no signal in

this selected data sample� there are other techniques which have historically been

���



Figure ��	� Boundary of �� Con�dence Level Exclusion of �e Oscillations from

Statistical Errors Only�

���



used to perform this calculation� These methods are discussed in ���� where� also�

a new method for performing this calculation is presented� These methods are

referred to as the Raster Scan� the Flip�Flop Raster Scan� and the Global Scan�

The method used in this analysis is called the Raster Scan�

The Flip�Flop Raster Scan makes a decision whether to set a one�sided upper

limit or a two�sided interval based on what is seen in the data� If a signal with

greater than three standard deviations signi�cance is seen� then one performs the

normal Raster Scan to come up with an interval of acceptance� If not an upper

limit is set using the one�sided �� C�L� ��� value of ����� This method su�ers

from the fact that it undercovers the � � C�L� region�

The Global Scan makes a best �t to both �m� and sin��	��� and then all

points that have a �� within ���� of this minimum value are said to be within

the region of con�dence� This method su�ers from both under�coverage and

over�coverage�

The method that was used in this analysis is not very e�ective at �nding

regions of signal if they exist� This is because it performs the limit calculation at

�xed values of �m�� Also there is no mechanism for insuring that the limit set

is meaningful �i�e�� within the physical bounds�� The technique proposed in ����

overcomes this �aw by using a method similar to the Global Scan� but it uses a

Monte Carlo simulation to determine ��� values for di�erent values of �m� and

sin��	�� using an ordering technique proposed in the text�

��




��	 Systematic E
ects

Up to now only statistical errors have been taken into account� even though there

are many systematic e�ects� including the prediction of the neutrino �ux� which

have not been looked at� This will now be done�

����� Modifying the Limit

The method used for modifying the limit �nds errors for each e�ect� adds them

in quadrature with each other� and then adds this sum in quadrature with the

limit�

����� Kinematic Selection

This analysis is basically a counting and comparison experiment� so variations

between the Monte Carlo and reality can have a strong in�uence on the the �nal

result� A good way to check this is to look for systematic e�ects due to this

selection� In order to study whether systematic e�ects were introduced by the

selection of speci�c kinematic cuts� the cuts were varied and the subsequent shifts

in the end results were observed�

The kinematical cuts were varied as follows�

��



Cut Min Max Value used

Qt �� GeV ��� GeV ��� GeV

pt 	�	 GeV 	�
 GeV 	�� GeV

�z ���� cm ���� cm ���� cm

Q� ��� GeV� 	�� GeV� 	�� GeV�

W � ��� GeV� ��� GeV� ��� GeV�

X and Y Vertex �	��� cm ����� cm ����� cm

Each cut was varied individually�

The best �t value of sin��	�� was calculated for several values of the given

cut in the ranges given above� A search for a systematic pattern was looked

for� If none were found the error was taken to be the average shift from the

original selected value for value sin��	��BEST � The variation in sin��	��BEST for

the di�erent cuts can be seen in Figure ���� and Figure �����

In Figure ���� it is seen that a transition between ��� and �	� cm of the

vertex cut is undergone� This is near the edge of the �ducial region of NOMAD�

It can be seen that this e�ect is of the order of about ���� ����� which is small

compared to the statistical error� An error of ���� ���� was assigned due to the

choice of the vertex�

More signi�cant seems to be the choice of W � cut� As can been seen in

Figure ���	� there is a transition region between � GeV� and � GeV�� The level

of this e�ect is of the order ���� ����� An error of ���� ���� was assigned due

to the choice of the W � cut�

���



Figure ����� Variation in sin��	��BEST vs� Cuts on Qt and pt�

���



Figure ����� Variation in sin��	��BEST vs� Cuts on �z� the Vertex Position� Q�

and W ��

��	



A similar e�ect exists for the Q� cut �see Figure ���	�� The level of the e�ect

is of the order of ��������� An error of �������� was assigned due to the choice

of the Q� cut�

Trends in the other variables were not detected� The magnitude of all these

e�ects can be see in Table ��
�

����� Electron Selection

In order to see the e�ect of di�erences in electron selection between data and

Monte Carlo� the electron selection criteria were modi�ed and the subsequent

shift in the �e��� ratio was looked at� The variations used were�

Cut Min Max Value used

TRDPICON 
� ���� ���� ���� �� ����

Ecal � pDC���Ecal � pDC� ��� ���� ����

PRSx � PRSy 	�� �� ���

Each criteria was varied individually�

The best �t value of sin��	�� was calculated for several values of the given

cut in the ranges given above� A search for a systematic pattern was looked for�

If none were found the error was taken to be the average shift from the original

selected value for value sin��	��BEST � The variation in sin��	��BEST can be seen

in Figure �����

As expected these e�ects are not large �see Table ��
�� as the main selection

of the proper leading lepton comes from the kinematical choice of the leading

���



Figure ���	� Variation in sin��	��BEST vs� Cuts on Q� and W ��

���



lepton� Most of the error originates from the Ecal cut on E � p���E � p��

����� �e Flux

The error of the �e �ux from the empirical parametrization used is 	��� ����� In

order to see the e�ect on this analysis� the predicted �e spectrum was shifted by

plus�minus this amount and the di�erence in the end result was observed� It can

be seen that this variation is small� in Figure ����� In Figure ���� the variation

can be seen to be small relative to the statistical error� The error introduced is

of the order ��� ����� This is the single largest error�

����	 Electron Track Reconstruction

The di�erence between muon tracks being reconstructed in the MC and data

was measured to be less than �� ���� by using tracks in the TRD� Electrons are

much more di�cult to measure as they scatter in the tracking media and this

has not been measured very well� For this analysis we assumed an error of �� as

reasonable given the order of the e�ect for muons�

����� Other E
ects

A study using a similar method was done by Weber ��	� on the same data sample

and several other systematic e�ects were looked at and found to be small� Among

these e�ects were the shape of the background� the shape of the �ux� event

���



Figure ����� Variation in sin��	��BEST for Various Values of the Electron Selection

Cuts�

���



Figure ����� The ����e Spectrum Ratio of the Simulation� The �e �ux has been

varied �	���� The solid line is the nominal ratio� the dotted line is for �	����

and the dashed line is for �	����

���



Figure ����� The ����e Spectrum Ratio of the Simulation� The �e �ux has been

varied �	���� The solid line is the nominal ratio� the dotted line is for �	����

and the dashed line is for �	���� The data� having been superimposed� is the

dots�

��




Cut Associated error

Qt ���

pt ���

�z ���

Vertex ���

Q� ���

W � ���

TRD ����

PreShower ���

E � p���E � p� ���

Flux ��

Electron Reconstruction ��

Table ��
� Systematic Errors at the �m Value of 	�� eV��c�� The errors are

quoted in units of �����

generator cuto�s and muon identi�cation� These e�ects were not taken into

account in this analysis�

��
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Chapter �

Conclusion

A search for an excess of �e charged current events was conducted using the

NOMAD detector with the data sample from the �� run in order to attempt

to �nd a signal of excess �e�s from the �� � �e oscillation process� A limit was

then set at a �� con�dence level for this process� This is shown in Figure ����

The high mass limit on sin��	�� is ��	� ����� A limit on �m� is set below � eV�

for full mixing and a limit of 	��� ���� can be set at the �m� value of 	� eV�

�see Table �����

A large section of the LSND result in the high mass region can be excluded�

This leads one to believe that if the LSND result is indeed an oscillation signal�

it likely is an indication for oscillations in a lower �m� region�

The major limitations of this analysis arise primarily from the limited statisti�

cal sample and the uncertainty in the beam composition� With the data samples

from the �� and �� runs� the number of events should increase by close to

�	�



Figure ���� Final �� C�L� Exclusion Region for this Analysis and the LSND

Eesult� The dark line is the �� C�L� limit for this analysis� The dark shaded

region is the � allowed region for the LSND result and the light shaded region

is the �� allowed region�
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�m� sin��	��BEST �� C�L� sin��	��

� eV� ����� ����

�� eV� ���� ���� ��� ����

	� eV� ����� ���� 	��� ����

�� eV� ���� ���� 	�
� ����

�� eV� ���� ���
 	��� ����

��� eV� 	��� ���� ���� ����

��� eV� ���� ���� 	�
� ����

	�� eV� ��	� ���� 	��� ����

	�� eV� ��
� ���� ��	� ����

Table ���� sin��	��BEST and �� C�L� Limits for various �m�

an order of magnitude� Also� results from the SPY collaboration on the study

of the pion to kaon ratios at di�erent energies from ��� GeV protons on beryl�

lium should be able to provide a useful comparison with the empirically derived

neutrino spectrum used�
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